Abstmct: The method of Pade' approximants is used to solve the classid secular equation govefing the thermal and viscous transport pr~sses responsible for the translatioti dispersion and absorption of sound in gases. Even [o the relatively low order RI1 the Pade' approximant yields a remarkably close approximation to the exact solution over a wide range of frequencylpressore ratios. As a result, translational relaxation can be ascribed the attributes of a conventional relaxation process like relaxation times, relaxation strength, collision numbers, additivity relations, etc. The approximate and exact solutions show good agreement in argon at 293 K at frequency/pressure ratios up to 10'oWatm.
TRODUCTION
The exact solution to the classical equations governing the translational dispersion and absorption of sound in a gas obscures its relaxational character because of its mathemati~complexity. The approach taken here is to solve the secular equation by the methti of Pade' approximants, which even to tie relatively low order R] I yields a remarkably close approximation to the exact solution over a wide range of frequency/pressure~/P) ratios. As a result, translational relaxation can be formulated in terms of a conventional relaxation process with welldefined relaxation times, relaxation strength, collision numbers, and additivity relations in the presence of mdtiple relaxation processes.
RE~W OF THE CLASSICAL EQUATIONS BASED ON NA~R-STO~S
Consider a onedimensioti, small-amplitude, harmonic sound wave propagating in a gas. The equations of state (ideal), continuity, Navier-Stokes, and therrnd transport yield the folloting~lar equation':
where X = dco , the ratio of the complex sound speed to the relaxed sound speed (i.e. in the limit of zero frequency), o the angular frequenq, y the specific heat ratio, and TVand rh are the vi%ous and thermal time constants defined as follows:
where K, A pa and CP are the thermal conductivity, absolute viscosity, ambient density, and specific heat at constant pressure of the gas. Complex quantities are written in hldface,
The Pade' methti assumes a solution in the form of the quotient of two polynomials.2 The Rl 1 approximant, truncating the numerator and denominator after the first two terms, is written here as (5) (4) X2-Rll(o)= ;:;::; .
Note that Eq. (4) has the form of a conventional relaxation with rl and T2analogous to r,, and rPs, the isentropic relaxation times at constant volume and constant pressure, respectively. The tiowns rI and ?2 are fomd by inserting Eq. (4) Equations (5) and (6), together with the relaxation strength & = (T2 -r,~r2 are used to plot the dispersion and absorption of sound in argon at 293 K. The Pade' approximation is compared to the exact solution to Eq. (l) in Figs. la and lb. Because the relaxation stren~h exas unity, the approximation (dKo~<< 1 (absorption coefficientiow-frequency wave number) is no longer valid and the single relaxation process must be represented with the exact formulas. 4 The plots reveal that the Pade' R, 1 solution accurately represents the sound dispersion and absorption up toj/P ratios o} about 1010Hflatm. the translational relaxation time Tz and mean free time r= are 2.96 x 1010and 1.72 x 10'0 s respectively, yielding a translational collision number Z = rz, r. = 1.72. At NTP in air, where rotatioti relaxation is considerd a pamllel process, the mllision numbers for translation and rotation turn out to be 1.45 and 3.8. Obviously translational gas velocities approach quilibrium very rapidy. mFE~NCES
